Post-colonial literature
INTERMEDIATE TEXTS
Things fall apart / Chinua Achebe  F ACHE
We need new names / NoViolet Bulawayo  F BULA
The stranger / Albert Camus  F CAMU
Heart of darkness / Joseph Conrad  F CONR
The Power of One / Bryce Courtenay  F COUR
A passage to India / E. M. Forster  F FORS
The interpreter of maladies / Jhumpa Lahiri  F LAHI
Cry, the beloved country / Alan Paton  F PATO
Wide Sargasso Sea / Jean Rhys  F RHYS

Half of a yellow sun / Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie  SF ADIC
White tiger / Aravind Adiga  SF ADIG
Brick Lane / Monica Ali  SF ALI
Zorro / Isabel Allende  F ALLE
Waiting for the barbarians / JM Coetzee  SF COET
The life and times of Michael K / JM Coetzee  SF COET
Disgrace / J. M. Coetzee  SF COET
The inheritance of loss / Kiran Desai  SF DESA
The quiet American / Graham Greene  SF GREE
The bone people / Keri Hulme  SF HULM
A brief history of seven killings / Marlon James  SF JAME
The Poisonwood Bible / Barbara Kingsolver  SF KING
The constant gardener / John Le Carre  SF LECA
The piano teacher / Janice Y. K. Lee  F LEE
Palace walk / Naguib Mahfouz  F MAHF
Remembering Babylon / David Malouf  SF MALO
A fine balance / Rohinton Mistry  SF MIST
The famished road / Ben Okri  SF OKRI
The English patient / Michael Onndaatje  SF ONDA
The god of small things / Arundhati Roy  SF ROY
Midnight's children / Salman Rushdie  SF RUSH
White teeth / Zadie Smith  SF SMIT
The swan book / Alexis Wright  SF WRIG

Post-colonial literature
CHALLENGING TEXTS

The Cambridge companion to Postcolonial Literary Studies [no author]  809.93358 CAM
The Empire Writes Back: theory and practice in post-colonial literatures / Bill Ashcroft  820.9 ASH
Post-colonial literature / Christopher O'Reilly  820.99171241 ORE
A history of Indian literature in English [no author]  820.99540904 HIS
Cambridge companion to the French novel: 1800 to the present / Timothy Unwin  843.009 CAM
Asian novelists [no author]  895 ASI
Orientalism / Edward Said  950 SAI
King Leopold's ghost / Adam Hochschild  967.51 HOC
Bury my heart at Wounded Knee: an Indian history of the American West / Dee Brown  978.00497 BRO
The fatal shore / Robert Hughes  994.02 HUG
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